TIMELINE

Conservation Measures Subcommittee

1. MARCH 21
   - Review of revised BGOs, HCP handbook, current conservation measures, proposed revision options

2. APRIL 4
   - Elect a Chair, Proposed Comal Springs System Conservation Measures

3. MAY 16
   - Proposed San Marcos Springs System Conservation Measures

4. JUNE 6
   - Proposed Comal and San Marcos Springs System Conservation Measures

5. JULY 18
   - Finalize Proposed Habitat Conservation Measures, Discuss Proposed Springflow Protection Measures

6. AUGUST 8
   - Discuss Proposed Springflow Protection Measures

7. SEPT. 12
   - Discuss Conservation Measures Subcommittee Report

8. SEPT. 26
   - Finalize and Approve Conservation Measures Subcommittee Report

9. OCTOBER 3
   - Proposed Measures that Contribute to Recovery
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